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She Degoi^acto^ and F.u^nishefj. 
ELECTRICrLIGHTlNG. 

fHE immense progress that has lately 
been made in the decorative forms of 
electric light fixtures is worthy of at 
tention. There is no longer any diffi 
culty in dealing with this beautiful 
form of illumination, and the instal 
lation of electric light can be carried 
out with the same facility as the lay 
ing on of gas or water. The fact that 
the electric lamp will burn in any 
position has given a magnificent 
opportunity to decorative artists to 
construct electroliers ahd electric lamps 
of all kinds' in the most imaginative 
shapes, bestowing on such features an 
artistic beauty wholly unknown to 
gas, oil or water fixtures. 

Architects in particular have taken up this branch of house 

ft. . Fig. 1.?Bracket Lamps. 

',' furnishing with alacrity, as it has become the most important 
arrangement of metal work in our, houses. The whole trade of 

gas-fitting has been revolutionized, and many beautiful con 
v volutions and designs rendered possible by the use of the elec 

. ^ trie light. ': :' 
' 

The showrooms of the manufacturers of these appliances are 
filled with electroliers, lamps, brackets and pendants of every 
description adapted to the requirements of illumination. Very 
lively arrangements in hammered copper, brass and iron in 
every form, with and without the combination of twisted or 

_ tinted glass, of whose'features it is impossible to form an 
exact idea by mere description. Fig.l represents two brack 
ets of original contour. The floral pattern is very beautiful. 

Fig. 2.?Bracket and Piano Lamp. 

Fig. 2 shows, a pear-shaped bulb of frosted glass, throjigh which 

the'light radiates, bestowing a glow of any particular color 
required, and also represents a piano lamp fitted with balance 

weight. Fig. 3 represents a very unique time-piece in the form 
of a revolving globe, poised on the feet of the figure of a girl 
lying on her back'. At night the globe is lit up by a number of 
incandescent lights, diffusing a rosy warmth. 

Existing fixtures, to avoid the cost of new ones, if good, 

may be readily adopted. Fig. 4 represents a magnificent chan 
delier in the Rococo style, made of gold bronze?a hanging can 
delabra which has been transformed into an electrolier without 

destroying its usefulness or beauty as a chandelier. 
Electric lamps are usually made of a glass bulb containing 

the incandescent light, which is either opaque or transparent, in 
conjunction with reflectors that are made of glass, bisque or 
sheet metal of various kinds. In fact, the change that has been 

Fig. 3.?A Combination of Mantel Clock and Electric Lamp. 

wrought in metal work since the introduction of electric light 
is hardly less great than the transformation effected by the 

method of lighting itself. Many of the _ designs are direct rep 
resentations of nature, with just sufficient conventionality to har 
monize with the rigidity of the material employed. 

The complaint formerly made against the electric light was 
that it cast intensely dark shadows, but this drawback no longer 
exists, for with the incandescent lights, where the lights are 
small and scattered, there is absolutely no shadow, because the 

lights neutralize the shadow cast by each other. 
The firms manufacturing the installation, exhibit in their 

showrooms every possible variety of chandelier, bracket, or other 
electric light fixture. Thus, if the customer desires to know bow 
a certain fixture will appear when the light is applied, the 
salesman turns the switch, and the article is illuminated with a 
beautiful electric light. The customer can obtain these fixtures 
to harmonize with any style of furnishing, and whether he is in 
search of Louis Seize or Gothic, or anything between those 

modes,, he will Jind an ample selection in the showrooms of the 
manufacturer. Some of the conceptions are truly unique. We 
have seen the figure of a mermaid in bronze applied to a bracket 
on the wall. The figure holds in her hands a vine branch stud 
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SHB--DB^^AW>^;'AHD^\-BO^fiISH?^ 
ded with small incandescent lamps, placed at different angles to 
each other. There are incandescent lamps made in the form of 
candles, the entire body of the candle radiating a gl0w' of light. 
There are dragons and serpents twisted in every conceivable 
form, with lights held in their mouths. : 

Incandescent lights are now. applied everywhere and any 
where. They are fastened: to ; beds so that the light may be 

Fig. 4?Electrolier in the Rococo Style.. 

turned on at any moment of the night, without getting up. 
They are used in the arrangement of sideboards and various 
decorative articles. 

Fig. 5 is an example of a German candelabra, with the figure 
of a mermaid, holding in her hand an incandescent light. 

A DINING-ROOM MANTEL. 

''jKjs^gi. .interior decoration, greater importance is now 

y^^^^^p being given-to the effective treatment of the 

idS^Mfflalp) 
frame work of the room,.that is, the';casing of 

sf'ifjfflinV 
*^e doors, windows, and. archways, andj chief 

^PHs!* 
of aI1>to the fr^ibg of the fire place?the man 

SJpy tel? Ordinarily the doors and casings are left 
2?r to. the taste of the carpenter, and they are, too 

often, insuggestive, save in weakness; but they 
are strong objective points, on which the skill of architect or de- 

' 

signer may show-fine construction and effective decoration. 
The aim in the design and decoration of the dining-room 

mantel, illustrated oh page 15, was to secure ample size and 
stateliness, without'multiplying details. Large mantels are not 
unfrequently cut up into a variety of details, as small shelves, 
with pillars or brackets, alcoves, decorated panels-, tiles, mirrors, 
cupboards, etc., so that the effect is likely to be confusing and 
unsatisfactory. A certain degree of dignity is attained, when 

i 
ample size is combined,with 'constructive simplicity, especially 
if the details are richly decorated. The-mantel, in this caJe, 
consists rtferely.of .one shelf to the. breast-mantel, and th^le 
painted'panels, surmdunjied by a cove, for the over^mantfl. 
Greater simplicity,of.construction could^ not,;^ 
yet,: with, appropriate, decoration, the 

' 
effect.' M hjgMyflatisffifr 

The: height .of -the, mantel is 11 feet. 10 
iiic,^ ^?^iSis rising, a foot hjgh^r.: The.shelf .is 5 feet 4. 

inch<efrh^^^^|^^li, 7feet C inches; thickness,,M inches. The fa^ #^K^|l|^^Mr- 
/ 

inajptel is^6-fiset. 10 inches,, beipjg recessed four 
^^^^^|:^^^e%d of the shelf.. 

* 
The shelf .is 21, inches deep, bufeg^p^hjp| 

hd 
millions, separating the-painted panels, rest,^|^^^Q^&^)ie wjidth ; ofv the;shelf"4s somewhat, 

diminish^ marble tiles^ gurropndjng 
- 
the-firer-piace, ar| gia^t^^^^/roo^ square:; theyiwiil sej^ve, -the?efor.e, as a 

st^d^d^^f ^^^hTe 
men.t. for .-other'parts, .of-.the .-.-mantel.:.-, 

' ' 
-'I;.'- :;rV-v^s'""-W^t?'?:-r .- The. carving;;.cutting of, the marble tiles, a^ 

' ' 
.' 

popper facing, to the. girate is the. w.orkof Mr. fatma^ 
at the Cincinnati, Art Academy. The bracfe^ ; 
carved by Mrs. Benn Pitman. The three p^Si :i^4^&p^f: 

' 
"V; 

suggested-in j^he pen sketch), were painted 
' 

bjy '\MiSi :W^0B^^y(^ 
N^rse?twitf sister of Mrs. Pitman?a 

formeri^flisP^^'ft*?^\"':"'"ii?,i 
Aqidemy,"how of Rome, an artist whose pafe^g^jgn&^^ 
/acp^nfee^it&e-new 

Paris Sal^v \. 
' ' 

"'^^'''/m^r^y-^ry^ 
.i'tTfi^.>^o6*d? pf ri:the manteHiPmainly -cherry,; eg^ti^dark- 

.- ? ? 
&&? vnith alka^?%tain. The 

pili^rsp^^^aQnite $'& 
ar^ctf&j^'j^^ :: 

'%y\' '. ̂'.V-?'-^SSt^' ?" ."'. > ;-:::^'4 

r y Betf draperies' i'rejand will 
b&^Luc^^ 

they adcpargely to^the decorative 
e*ffec|^ 

be^arranged on a^raifte made for 
t^Wtpose;sl^^^^^p^ily. 

v ' 

^fr^ry 

' 

''''".' 
^ 

'. 

' 

' ''" ''* 
7 . ' *y 

" -- ;" 
' 

'. -. '. 
Fig. 5.?Combined German Chandelier and Electrolier. .'' 

accompanies brass and silver bedsteads, or they can be hung in 
simple fashion, from a ring^ To succeed in the latter venture it 
is necessary only to have a large braes ring made fast to the 
ceiling directly Over- the headboard." Through the rings the eur 
tains are-passed and they fall in graceful lines to the floor, each 
being secured-with a: brass chain to the side of the bedstead at 
-a distance-of twelve inches from the floor. The curtains afe un 
deniably handsome, and they are to be earnestly recommended for 
-many reasons. They protect the head from draught and'the eyes 
from glare, and have many of the advantages of the old time 
,bed curtains without their 'unhealthful stuffiness. ". . 
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